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Though in human years the Round Table is a mere infant, five years is a long time on the fickle internet. Indeed, you
might be surprised to learn that that epitome of the web culture called Youtube shares the same age as our esteemed
home. Just like the former did for videos, the latter has become the established source for the Warhammer army of
Bretonnia. Gamers have come and gone but the quality of the content &ndash; its discussions and articles - did not
change over the years.



Another indicator of the age of this website is to count the rings this website made: the perfect circles it endured when
the game itself changed editions. In September 2005 the Round Table opened its doors for the first time, continuing the
tradition set by Earl Cadfael's Bretonnian army many many years before. A large stream of refugees from Chateux
Montrefort arrived in 2006, uniting all Bretonnians under one banner here. In 2010 we then survived the transfer from 7th
edition to 8th edition. 2011 might be the year the Bretonnians finally get updated but this year is more special to the site
in a whole. We&rsquo;re going to kick in our sixth year &ndash; as is traditional - with the start of two to three new
competitions in which you can vie for the respective medal. We are also nearing our 4000th registered member, as new
knights and ladies sign up every day.



Be sure to watch this announcement for updates on the upcoming competitions, and celebrate with us our 5th
anniversary!



Current Anniversary Events: 


	
 - The 2010 Anniversary Painting Competition 
	
 - The 2010 Anniversary Literature Competition
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